Immediate Release

K-Drill is a Total Game
Changer for Drilling Holes
in Ice
Minneapolis, MN; The ice fishing world is in for a real leap in simplicity and fun with
the introduction of a new category of ice drills called the K-Drill. Based in
Bloomington Minnesota, the patented K-Drill system began with the creation of lightweight, but powerful Lithium Ion electric drills. Portable drills in the past were simply
not powerful enough or reliable enough in cold weather to drive an ice drill assembly.
Hand cranking or gas engines were the only real options. The K-Drill is NOT a
complete auger system, it is only the drill assembly so you can use your trusty ½“, 18
volt electric hand drill, The same tool you might have used to build a deck in the
summer can now be used to drill holes in the ice!

The K-Drill assembly was designed by Doug Kluge, a name well known in power augers
for over 40 years. It was Doug’s dream to design the first drill assembly to be driven
exclusively by electric power. The biting angle of the blades match the RPMs of
electric hand drills for reduced torque and easy break-though.

“I have not used my gas auger in four seasons and everywhere I go, anglers are
amazed by what a 9 pound auger can do. Stated Tom Zenanko, Host of Ice Fishing
Today TV. “I drill between 30 and 90 holes on an average day on the ice, re-open old
frozen holes in the fish house and have never even changed a blade! The K-Drill is a
total game changer, no more smelly gas fumes in my house or truck. No noise and it is
so easy to use, even my Wife drills her own holes.”

The K-Drill assembly is made in the USA and available in both 6” ($149.95) and
8” ($199.95) models and 12” extensions and extra blades are available. You can find
the K-Drill on-line at www.kdrillauger.com or from your local Ice Fishing Retailers.

